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Abstract: Regardless of new achievements in the research of prediction models,
QoS is still a great issue for high quality web services and remains one of the key
subjects that need to be studied. We believe that QoS should not only be measured,
but have to be predicted in development and implementation phases. In this paper
we assess how different input projection algorithms influence the prediction accuracy
of a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) trained with large datasets of web services QoS
values.
Keywords: Quality of Service (QoS), adaptive models, web services, large/big data.

1 Introduction

The major web services QoS requirements are: availability, accessibility, integrity, perfor-
mance, regulatory reliability and security. Models of prediction and/or optimization of QoS in
web services are presented in many actual works: [19], [14], [16], [15], [20], [21], etc.

This research work continues the investigation on web services QoS criteria prediction and
completes the results obtained in [1]- [5], works (co)authored by first author of this paper. We
build in this work an adaptive model that offers good prediction results of QoS in web services.
Since more data may lead to more accurate analyses and more precise analyses may lead to more
confident decision making, the development of accurate and adaptive prediction models is both
challenging and essential. Enhanced conclusions can cause superior operational efficiencies, cost
reductions and lower risks.

Scott Zucker, Vice President of Business Services at Family Dollar, said: "Small data is gone.
Data is just going to get bigger and bigger and bigger, and people just have to think differently
about how they manage it" [8]. Large data is an expression used to define the exponential growth
of data availability and size. Several recent technology improvements, that allow organizations to
make the most of big data analytics, are: affordable bigger storage, faster and parallel processors,
open source platforms, clustering, virtualization, grid computing, increased throughput and last,
but not least, Cloud computing.
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Another new term for the quantity of information generated by business, government, and
science is: data deluge [10]. For instance, in 2010, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) facility
at CERN delivered 13 petabytes of data. Concurrently to this important growth, data are also
becoming strongly interconnected. For example, Facebook is approximately fully connected.
Presently, social networks interconnect people or groups who share similar interests, but soon, we
expect they will also link software modules such as: Web-based services, or workflows. In recent
happenings interrelated with the 2013 Boston Marathon violence, social networks of marathon
competitors and high-performance computational systems were combined to group and analyze
huge collections of photos and videos, finally leading to the identification of the terrorists. Big
data is typically characterized by the "three V’s": volume, velocity, and variety. In terms of
volume, at the end of 2011, Facebook had 721 million individuals and 68.7 billion friendship edges
[7]. In terms of velocity, Twitter generates 7 Tbytes of data daily, while Facebook produces 10
Tbytes. On 11 November 2012, a sales event at TaoBao, the largest online shopping marketplace
in China, generated 100 million transactions and reached a peak transaction rate of 205,000 per
minute [9]. In terms of variety, data today come from various sources, ranging from surveillance
videos, to satellite images, to mobile tweets, to sensors and meters in the power grid [18]. A key
difference between big data and large data is the rate at which the data can be collected and
made accessible for analysis. Large data can also be handled by the traditional reporting and
analysis tools. Big data is generally used to describe the massive amount of unstructured data,
which costs a lot of time and money for analysis. However, large data may not have such special
meaning, they just refer to the volume. We don’t think there is any value in defining a threshold
for what constitutes "big data." and what means "large data". Therefore, a flexible definition
we use is "Big data is data that’s an order of magnitude bigger than you’re used to". The big
data analysis affects the QoS because, if implemented efficiently, the big data infrastructure will
permit carriers to preserve constantly optimized services and to set apart in the marketplace by
offering QoS reports, diagnostic tools and other decision-support front-ends.

Cloud computing is a technology that exploded in the recent years and seems to be the
ideal way to provide big and large data for mainstream uses, because it offers scale-out and on-
demand computing resources in a pay-per-use style. For instance, Netflix stores movies and TV
shows, while Dropbox saves clients’ documents, both in Amazon’s Simple Storage Service. In
recent years, scale-out data stores, usually mentioned as NoSQL systems, were quickly gaining
admiration as a possible solution for applications scaled at Internet level. These stores con-
sist of technologies like: Amazon’s DynamoDB, Google’s BigTable and Yahoo’s PNUTS. To
address the "Big and Large data" challenge, NoSQL supporters limit ACID restraints, deliver
completely scalable solutions and then gradually add back the Relational Database Manage-
ment System (RDBMS) features like index or transaction support. A newly appeared paradigm
named stream computing facilitates continuous queries over streaming data like social media
feeds. Social networking on the cloud could empower sharing based on the social relationship
between users. This would possibly make available technologies like volunteer computing. This
is a distributed computing model in which associated users donate computing resources to a
project. Two examples of volunteer computing are the following projects: Storage@home14 and
Boinc15 [18]. In these scenarios, the resources are owned by individuals and they are shared in
return for access to other resources. This could hypothetically transform the cloud’s economics
and raises doubts about the reliability and QoS warranties [11] [13].

2 Input Projection and Optimization Algorithms

Input Projection is the procedure that further reduces input dimensions by automatically
mapping multiple pieces of information to single inputs. The main goal of input optimization
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is to make the network learn faster in the same time offering the same prediction performances
or better. Input Optimization automatically determines the most informative inputs through
genetic algorithms, greedy search, back-elimination and other techniques [6]. The four input
projection algorithms we have investigated in this study are: PCA (Principal Component Anal-
ysis), MDS (Multi-dimensional Scaling), SOM (Self Organized Map) and LLE (Locally Linear
Embed). Next, we will briefly describe each input projection algorithm.

Principal component analysis (PCA) also named Karhunen-Loeve transform of Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) finds an orthogonal set of directions in the input space and delivers a
method of finding the projections into these directions in a well-ordered style. The first principal
component is the one that has the largest projection (the shadow of our data cluster in each
direction). The orthogonal directions are named the eigenvectors of the correlation matrix of
the input vector, and the projections - the equivalent eigenvalues. Because PCA orders the
projections, we can decrease the dimensionality by truncating the projections to a given order.
The reconstruction error is equal to the sum of the projections left out. The features in the
linear projection space become the eigenvalues. PCA networks are typically utilized for data
compression, offering the best m linear features, but they can also be used for data reduction in
conjunction with multilayer perceptron classifiers [17].

The SOM algorithm is as follows [12]:
a. Initialize the weights with small different random values for symmetry breaking;
b. For each input data find the winning PE using a minimum distance rule;

ī(x) = argjmin ∥ x̄(n)− wj ∥ (1)

c. For the winning PE, update its weights and those in its neighborhood by:

wj(n+ 1) = wj + η(n)[x(n)− wj(n)] (2)

Where η(n) is the step size. In the beginning, the step size should be large, but decrease
progressively to zero, according to:

η(n) =
1

aη + bηn
(3)

Where aη and bη are problem dependent constants.
The purpose of these adaptive constants is to guarantee, in the early stages of learning,

malleability and the formation of local neighborhoods as well as, in the later stages of learning,
constancy and adjustment of the map. These problems are very difficult to study theoretically,
so heuristics have to be involved in the designation of these values.

Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) is a set of related statistical techniques used in information
visualization for exploring similarities or dissimilarities in data. The MDS algorithm starts with
a matrix of item-item similarities and then assigns a location to each item in a lower dimensional
space say m, such that the original similarities or dissimilarities are represented by the relative
position in the lower dimensional space. The implemented algorithm measures the similarity
or distance between points by correlation coefficient and applies simulated annealing to find
the mapping from n dimensional space to m dimensional space, where n>=m, such that the
distances between points in the m dimensional space approximate the correlation coefficients
between points in the n dimensional space [12].

Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) is an unsupervised learning algorithm that computes low
dimensional, neighborhood preserving embedding of high dimensional data. LLE attempts to
discover nonlinear structure in high dimensional data by exploiting the local symmetries of linear
reconstructions. The LLE algorithm includes following three major steps [12]:
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1. Based on desired number of inputs say m, get the neighbors of each point in the sense
Euclidean distance.

2. Compute the weights Wij that best reconstruct each data point Xi with dimension n from
its k neighbors, minimizing the cost defined as:

ζ(W ) =

n∑
i=1

|Xi −
k∑

j=1

WijXj | (4)

The solution can be reached by first solving the linear system of equations involving local
covariance matrix and then rescaling the weights so that they sum to one.

3. Compute the projected inputs Yi with dimension m that is best reconstructed by the
weights Wij minimizing the quadratic form defined as:

ζ(W ) =

n∑
i=1

|Yi −
k∑

j=1

WijYj | (5)

This is found by extracting the appropriate bottom m eigenvectors of a Matrix derived from
the cost function.

3 Experiments and Results

The adaptive models compared in this study have a name that respects the following syntax:
Topology_name - number_of_hidden_layers - learning_rule - input projection_algorithm

For example, the adaptive model named: MLP-2-CG-SOM is a Multi-Layer Perceptron with
two hidden layers, trained using Conjugate Gradient learning rule and Self Organizing Map Input
Projection algorithm.

In this study, in order to train the MLP, we made use of two large datasets: RTMATRIX and
FPMATRIX. Each matrix has a size of 339 lines x 5825 columns. RTMATRIX consists of web
services response time values while FPMATRIX stores similar web services throughput values.
In our previous research works [1]- [5] we concluded that MLP-2-M and MLP-2-CG offered the
most accurate prediction results for RTMATRIX and FPMATRIX, respectively. FPMATRIX
and RTMATRIX were built by Z. Zheng, Y. Zhang and M.R. Lyu in [20] and [21].

To implement, train and test the adaptive models we utilized Neuro Solutions 6.21 devel-
opment environment. As we can see in Figure 1, the main difference of this Neuro Solution
implementation of MLP is the presence of InputProjectionAxon.

The InputProjectionAxon will apply either linear or non-linear transformation to convert n
input data set into m input data set, where n>=m. The InputProjectionAxon Inspector allows
us to select a different input projection algorithm and to set its parameters [12].

In this study, we have tested PCA in conjunction with MLP-2-M, but it works only on a
subset of RTMATRIX/FPMATRIX since the separability of the classes is not always guaran-
teed. Another problem with linear PCA networks is outlying data points. Outliers will distort
the estimation of the eigenvectors and create skewed data projections. RTMATRIX and FPMA-
TRIX, having a huge number of values, have also a lot of outliers. Nonlinear networks are better
able to handle this case. The importance of PCA analysis is that the number of inputs for the
MLP classifier can be reduced a lot, which definitely influences the number of necessary training
samples and the training time. And this was achieved when we made use of just a subset of
RTMATRIX/FPMATRIX.
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Figure 1: MLP-2-M with InputProjectionAxon

SOM are an alternative to the PCA concept, and in our experiments, it works on both the
entire RTMATRIX/FPMATRIX and a subset of them. By "works" we mean Neuro Solutions
offer a results report. The parameters of SOM utilized in our simulation are presented in Figure
2.

Figure 2: SOM parameters

Output Dimension is used to specify the desired number of inputs as a percentage of number
of inputs in the original data set. Initial SD of Gaussian is used to set the initial standard
deviation for the Gaussian function that is used to define the neighborhood function. Initial
Learning Rate is used to specify the starting learning rate and it is gradually reduced until the
final learning rate is 0.01. Square Radius is used to define the neighbours. The shape of the
neighborhood is defined as a square. Units/Dimension is used to define the smoothness of the
projected space or grids. Maximum Epochs is used to specify the maximum number of epochs
before termination of the computation.

MDS algorithm applied on the entire RTMATRIX/FPMATRIX determined Neuro Solutions
to block indefinitely in a "not responding" state, but when we selected just a subset of them, it
worked and offered some results.

LLE offers the best results, in comparison with the other four input projection algorithms,
since it works on both FPMATRIX and RTMATRIX and provides the lowest prediction error.

In Neuro Solutions, the best input optimization algorithm is performed by the GeneticControl
component. This component implements a genetic algorithm to optimize the inputs. Genetic
Algorithms are search procedures based upon the principles of evolution witnessed in nature that
combine selection, crossover, and mutation operators. They search for an optimal solution until
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a termination criterion is met. In Neuro Solutions the criteria used to evaluate the fitness of each
potential solution is the lowest cost attained during the training run. The solution to a problem
is called a chromosome and consists of a collection of genes, which are simply the inputs to be
optimized. The genetic algorithm produces an initial population, evaluates this population by
training a neural network for each chromosome and then evolves the population through multiple
generations in the search for the best inputs.

In Figure 3 is presented the compared results between MLP-2-M with no input optimization
or projection, MLP-2-M with only genetic optimization and MLP-2-M with both genetic and
LLE input projection.

Figure 3: Effect of input optimization and projection on prediction accuracy

The comparison was performed on the entire RTMATRIX and the results show that MLP-
2-M-LLE is the most accurate adaptive model for web services response time prediction. As we
can observe, the dataset was divided in three subsets: training (50%), cross-validation (30%)
and testing (20%). The training data set is obviously used for training, the cross-validation data
set tests the model in the training phase and determines when the training is stopped, while the
testing data set is utilized to investigate the prediction accuracy of the model when it receives
new samples at the input.

Having the experience with the MLP trained on RTMATRIX, the subject of FPMATRIX
investigation can be reduced at the comparison between MLP-2-CG-SOM and MLP-2-CG-LLE,
both having as input optimization a genetic algorithm. We tested all input projection algorithms
on FPMATRIX, each one separately and the only two that could find a solution were LLE and
SOM. Consequently, we have labeled MDS and PCA input projection algorithms as not suitable
for our prediction problem. The literature also recommends them for other types of problems
like classification or clustering. The results of the comparison between LLE and SOM, when
training a MLP with two hidden layers, Conjugate Gradient learning rule and Genetic input
optimization, are shown in Figure 4.

The results reported in Figure 4 show that LLE is again the best input projection algorithm,
since it offers the best prediction accuracy when training the MLP-2-CG on both RTMATRIX
and FPMATRIX.

Neuro Solutions offers a fifth input projection algorithm, K-means clustering, but in our
researches we have not used it, since it is not appropriate for prediction problems.
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Figure 4: A comparison between MLP-2-CG-SOM and MLP-2-CG-LLE

4 Conclusions and Future Works

QoS is still essential for high quality web services and remains one of the subjects that raise
researchers’ interest. More and more authors believe that large data may be as significant to
society as the Internet. Social networks can play an important role in large and big data analytics
and the technology trends indicate that they soon will interconnect not just people, but software
modules like web services.

Consequently, in this research work we have studied four input projections algorithms, in
order to determine which one increases the prediction accuracy of a Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP) with two hidden layers, trained with web services large data. The result reports, for both
FPMATRIX and RTMATRIX, show the Locally Linear Embed (LLE) as the most accurate input
projection algorithm.

Concluding, MLP with two hidden layer, having as input projection algorithm LLE and a
genetic algorithm for input optimization, can provide more accurate prediction results, when it
is trained with large datasets of web services QoS criteria values.

In future works we will investigate different prediction adaptive models in order to improve
web services QoS criteria prediction accuracy.
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